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Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by Pidaini - 08 Mar 2013 17:33
_____________________________________

Starting my log a little late, i'm BH holding by today, which is number 53 of all the todays, but
Bein Hazmanim is coming and i need to keep in check, and might not have time for all the
chatting that ussually helps me clear my mind (thanks guys!!).

i've been using AlexEliezers advice, that he gave me right when i first posted, of bulletproof
Shemiras Einayim, or trying at least, and BH got to Today. but it's all changing now, it's not the
same streets that i walk down every day, know exactly where to go so not to look, the
dangerous places where i have to be careful etc.

now i'm entering the lions den, going to the airport, the airport itself, a few hours on the plane,
etc. it's really scaring me!!

anyone have any ideas?

also been struggling with dreams, i know it shouldn't affect me, but it does, because it makes
me realize that my mind isn't clean during the day, which leads to the next question how to keep
my mind clean?

Wishing all you a Great Shabbos and it's Parshas Hachodesh so may we all be zoche to renew
ourselves!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by tehillimzugger - 02 Oct 2013 02:05
_____________________________________

ZemirosShabbos wrote:

parenthesis

Parentheses

I should've reported that to the moderator

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
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Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 02 Oct 2013 18:50
_____________________________________

actually i meant quotation marks

but please dont report me

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by Pidaini - 07 Oct 2013 15:19
_____________________________________

ok, let's put this out in writing.

By my inlaws, until now there were others here for bein hazmanim, they are gone now. feelings

of loneliness started already last night, and slipped (again, but this time it was worse) 

I have a crazy urge right now, to take apart the computer and put back that wire and then be

unfiltered and just see if it works 

Good news is that I Bh have an education, a GYE education. I am powerless over lust, and I
have gone way too close, any closer and I know (admit) that I am a gonner.

So I ask Hashem, I accept the life that you give me and will give me, I only ask you to keep me
healthy, to lead me through life with the feelings of loneliness (which I will try taking care to the
best of my ability), through life with the feelings of inadequecy (my shver is a Talmid Chacham
muflag, and lives and breathes Torah), and all other feelings which you will choose to have me
experience.

Please help me always remember that you are the one in charge, and in control, of every
aspect of my life.

Thank You, Pidaini (aka Yankel)

========================================================================
====
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Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by tehillimzugger - 07 Oct 2013 15:21
_____________________________________

You're worth to me much more than your shver will ever be. And that is the pure and
unadulterated truth.

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by Pidaini - 07 Oct 2013 15:30
_____________________________________

Hey Nitz, you have any tissues left? I'm getting a little emotional....:'(

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by nitzotzeloki - 07 Oct 2013 15:48
_____________________________________

tehillimzugger wrote:

You're worth to me much more than your shver will ever be. And that is the pure and
unadulterated truth.

i second that!

(i have a couple but they wont last long)

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by MendelZ - 07 Oct 2013 20:19
_____________________________________
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I'm not in OINK (yet) but I still love you!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 07 Oct 2013 22:06
_____________________________________

this illustrates the point that:

Pidaini wrote:

THE EAGLE IS STILL FLYING STRONG!!!! 

keep up your good work

keep flying strong

full afterburner!

========================================================================
====
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Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by Lizhensk - 07 Oct 2013 22:55
_____________________________________

tehillimzugger wrote:

You're worth to me much more than your shver will ever be. And that is the pure and
unadulterated truth.

Is that even possible!?!?

i know, i know...

tehillimzugger wrote:

Luz shoin oop his shver Lizzie!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by tehillimzugger - 08 Oct 2013 01:18
_____________________________________

Lizhensk wrote:

Is that even possible!?!?

LOL!

You do realize that I used this particular wording just to bait you- you fell for it!
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P.S. L'achar meiah v'esrim and they decide to give yerusha to son-in-laws- maybe then he's
going to be worth to me more than my relationship with Yankel...

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by MendelZ - 08 Oct 2013 02:06
_____________________________________

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by Pidaini - 08 Oct 2013 13:33
_____________________________________

Hashem, please tell me where I am supposed to look if I can't even look at the lower calf of the
gardner because he has a tatoo of a topless....!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by MBJ - 08 Oct 2013 14:59
_____________________________________

That depends, is the gardener topless also?

========================================================================
====

Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by Pidaini - 08 Oct 2013 15:01
_____________________________________

no HE was bottomless (or half-bottomless)

========================================================================
====
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Re: Yaakov's Ladder
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 08 Oct 2013 19:05
_____________________________________

in such circumstances you are meant to fill a flamethrower with a mix of peanut butter and
indelible ink and by mistake saturate the garden(er) with it. oops. thank you

========================================================================
====
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